
“The Spacecraft they do not belong…” 

Once upon a time, a pink wave with an angry skirt on roared 

So harsh, so brutal, so violent… 

As no one dared listening to her claims, she grew huge thus delivered 

Loads of pinkish, though passionate other tiny waves she begot 

The King’s cart, Mama Wave first threw on 

Houses they burnt, public spacecraft they broke 

Hunger strike they went on 

What the hell dared they risk their souls! 

Co’z just hubbies and daddies’ property they were 

Weak and feeble, pink and fragile 

Good for porridge, pies and pudding 

House chores caretakers, they were tagged 

Then they roared, so powerful more waves they tossed 

With Ms. Pankhurst as Mama… 

After thousands deeds, did they lastly got “the thing” 

Just the right to poll? Got it right! Just the mere suffrage 

Which birthed dramatic brain damage?  Don’t ask! 

Force-fed to hide body damage? Won’t tell ! 

And next? Male pants were tagged stronger, smarter 

More fit for “rights”, they thundered! 

Thus, we worked, but yet they earned 

Pinkish toiled and snared… 

Bluish clinked and lengthened talks in pubs 

Gosh! Second waves rose, resolute, forward they roared, even louder 

Feymen-ists, we heard not just, but also did we see? 

Strikes they stood, marches they marched 

Speeches they summoned 

What for? Pay same - they sounded! 

Taboos they dared dress off, and named it “Made in Dagenham” 

They argued, men astonished, marveled they henceforth joined 

Waves kept roaring, that ship a halt needed 

 



Fighting, they ceased not 

Waves of modern 21st… What changeth? 

A few dots, lines not yet. 

Means need bigger waves? 

If only they knew… 

Gender for genre meant crap 

If only they knew… 

Weird for women sounded “Woe”! 

They would‘ve gotten into the nest of these “unweird” men 

Who dared acknowledge: 

“It’s a man’s world, but nothing without a “woe-man”! 

If only they knew… 

If only these “woe-men” knew 

Girlish study not hard to get the clues 

If only Emma Watson they heard, 

The HeForSHE campaign they’d all join 

And again, 8th March, stereotypes we despise 

Equal rights we reverence 

Gender equality we dismiss not 

And posters, we made, talks we conducted 

But still, the Bluish proclaimed: never equal rights pink skirts’ll ever get 

Girl -girlish, woman-womanish, pink, glossy, charming and the like 

We define ourselves only not with 

And if only they knew… 

A bluish male fellow once wrote:  

“I think women are foolish to pretend they are equal to men.  

They are far superior and always have been…” Way to go! 

William Golding, for merely speaking your soul out. 

Slightest bit, once upon a time a battle once won 

Called for being won again 

Still needs be won!!! 
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